THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
BORONIA PRIZE FOR EXCELLENCE IN GLASS

Conditions of Award

1. There shall be a prize awarded each year that shall be known as the Boronia Prize for Excellence in Glass.

2. The value of the prize will be $600.00.

3. The prize shall be awarded each year to the student who, in that year;
   (i) was enrolled in the Bachelor of Visual Arts or Bachelor of Design Arts at the School of Art in the ANU College of Arts and Social Sciences; and
   (ii) achieved the highest mark in in any one of the following courses:
        ARTV2004 Topic Glass; ARTV3027 Topic Glass; ARTV2304; ARTV2305; ARTV3306; ARTV2315; ARTV2316; ARTV3302;
        DESA3001 Topic Glass Design; DESA3006 Topic Glass Design; DESA2304; DESA2305; DESA3306; DESA2308; DESA2309; DESA3302.

4. If, in any year, two or more students achieve the same top mark, an average of all Visual Arts and Design Arts courses undertaken up to the end of the relevant year will be made and the prize awarded to the student with the highest average mark.

5. If two or more students achieve the same highest average mark, the prize awarded in that year shall be divided equally between them.

6. A student is not eligible to be awarded the prize if:
   (i) the student has made or is making a second attempt at the course for which the prize is awarded; or
   (ii) the student has previously pursued a program of study in a course, unit or subject (whether at the University or any other tertiary education institution) the content of which is, in the opinion of the Dean of the ANU College of Arts and Social Sciences substantially similar to the content of the course for which the prize is awarded.

7. If, in any year, no candidate achieves results that, in the opinion of the Dean of the ANU College of Arts and Social Sciences, justify the award of the prize, the prize shall not be awarded in that year.